Perfoming Arts @ Cedar Crest College

Presents:

Mirror
The Musical

March 10, 11, & 12 @ 7:00 PM
the Samuel's Theatre
at Cedar Crest College

Lincoln Leadership Academy Charter School

"The Original School to College Pipeline®"
SPECIAL THANKS FROM ADAM SOTO, DIRECTOR

Cast and Crew: Congratulations to the entire cast and team of Mirror The Musical for your hard work and dedication for this production. As this was my first year at Lincoln, I was honestly pleased to come to a school and find students who really love the arts, and who were willing to sacrifice themselves in order to have a successful production. Today, I salute all of you for a job well done!

Mrs. Figueroa Torres, CEO/Principal: Thank you for outstanding leadership and vision, and for entrusting me with this project.

LLACS Administration, Faculty and Staff: Thank you for sharing your students with me. All of the wonderful lessons you have taught them has made them the performers they are today!

Parents and Guardians: What beautiful young adults you have raised. Thank you for supporting them in achieving their artistic goals.

A Special Thanks......to Victor Abreu for being my co-pilot once again; you never cease to amaze me. In addition, I am grateful to Mr. Guzevich, Mrs. Fletcher, Mrs. Livingston, Mr. To, Mr. Ortiz, and Ashley, for investing your time, and believing in this production, and Mrs. Marisol, for all of your coordination efforts behind the scenes. This year has been a great journey, and it is my pleasure to have walked it out with all of you.

Finally, my sincerest thanks and all of my love to my wife and daughter Ashley and Victoria, for allowing me the long hours that we needed for our rehearsals! The Performing Arts Program is truly one of the shining stars at Lincoln, and our Theatre students will continue to light up the universe!!

Go Lions!

Lincoln Leadership Academy Charter School’s
Production of...
Mirror The Musical
Is proud to participate in the 2016 Freddy Awards
To recognize and reward exceptional accomplishments
In the production and performance of musical theater
In local high schools.

Watch Lincoln students perform live on the FREDDY Awards on Channel 69 news
Thursday May 26st @ 7:00 pm
Go Lincoln!!!!!
The Cast

D-Sky - Jeremiah Colbert
Bridget - Giselle Tavarez
Crystal - Mya Nales
Evan - Kevon Cody
Melinda - Dayna Sepulveda
Dom - Fadi Mamari
Sandra - La-re Brown
Giancarlo - Darian Gaten
Donna - Beangi Hidalgo
Coach Sanchez - Nick Torres
Rose - Chloe Campas
Ava - Chantell Ortiz
Sammy - Angel Cordona
Carmen - Lizeth Tavarez
Mrs. Engleman - Marissa Estrella
Lenny - Daniel Matos
Donna’s mom - Mariella Medrano
Ensemble - Shakira Johnson, Alex Perez

A MESSAGE FROM MRS. FIGUEROA-TORRES, C.E.O./FOUNDER/Principal

Once again, our “shining Lincoln stars” have demonstrated how talented and gifted you truly are. Although the Theatre Program encountered transitions and challenges this year, you reflected the spirit of Lincoln through your unity, determination and hard work. Tonight, you get to bask and enjoy the fruit of your labor!

The powerful message that you are communicating through this performance has the potential to impact the lives of youth beyond what you can imagine. You bring forth a reality that many of youth struggle within their daily lives. Your role in this production goes way beyond “just” acting!

My hope is that through your passion and performance, lives are forever changed, and that young people will capture the message that they are valuable and precious; that they “are created with a mighty purpose and destiny,” and that they can reach high level of success in life!

We are very proud of each one of you, and congratulate you on the success of this unique performance, MIRROR THE MUSICAL.
**Musical Numbers**

**Act I**
D-Sky.....Entire Company  
Blessed From the Best.....Rose and Ava  
I Need A New Heart.....Bridget  
Professor.....D-Sky  
I Believe In You.....Donna  
Crazy Time.....Entire Company

***15 minute intermission***

**Act II**
Brother For Tomorrow.....Rose  
The Library.....D-Sky, Evan, Dom, Giancarlo  
Scream.....D-sky  
Who Are you.....Crystal, Bridget  
Win This Game.....D-Sky, Evan, Dom, Giancarlo  
Mirror.....D-Sky, Bridget  
Finale Number - Win this game/Mirror mash up.....Entire Company  
Bows.....Entire Company

**Show Description:**
*Mirror The Musical* is about two teens who have to decide between taking the road to fame or staying true to their faith. With jaw-dropping dance numbers and heart-warming ballads, *Mirror The Musical* has a message for the entire family.

**Artistic Team**

**Book & Lyrics by** - Adam Soto  
**Director** - Adam Soto  
**Music by** - Jashuan Diaz, Jaden Muniz, Adam Soto, Greg Guzevich  
**Choreography** - Victor Abreu  
**Music Director** - Greg Guzevich  
**Sound** - Andy To  
**Stage manager** - Ashley Faye Soto  
**Set design** - Victor Abreu, the Cast, Adam Soto  
**Lighting** - Ashley Vega, Ariana Ramos, Isabela Rosa  
**Costumes** - Ashley Faye Soto  
**Hair & makeup** - The Cast

**The Pit**

Music Director – Greg Guzevich  
Piano – Cherish Livingston  
Guitar – Jaden Muniz  
Guitar – Steven Guzevich  
Cello - Elizabeth Kuser  
Drums – Timothy Guzevich